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Introduction

Humankind has entered the Anthropocene Epoch, in which human activity is so 
massive that it leaves a lasting imprint on the entire planet and its systems. We also 
live in a time of transition, where the ecological crisis challenges our future on 
Earth.Profoundquestionsregardinghumanandnonhumanflourishingarecritical
since human activities—particularly production and consumption—are among the 
root causes of the ongoing ecological crisis. Excessive consumption will even-
tually result in irrevocable damage, including the deterioration of human well-
being and nonhuman nature (Amel et al., 2017; Dasgupta, 2021; Díaz et al., 2019; 
The  Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
 Services (IPBES), 2019, 2020).

Nevertheless, humans are part of nature and depend on its systems. Recently, 
there has been a growing recognition that humans have a moral responsibility for 
future generations and biodiversity (Dasgupta, 2021; Díaz et al., 2019; IPBES, 
2019, 2020; Van Tongeren, 2003). Accordingly, the solutions lie in transforming 
human values and behaviour and shifting the prevailing sociocultural, political, 
and economic paradigms towards embracing enhanced visions of the “good life” 
(Amel et al., 2017; Dasgupta, 2021; Díaz et al., 2019; IPBES, 2019, 2020). These 
discussions often occur in the environmental philosophy—a discipline focusing on 
the ethical relationships between human beings and nature and the intrinsic value 
and moral status of the environment and its nonhuman components (Brennan and 
Lo, 2010; Van Tongeren, 2003).

What constitutes the good life is also a topical issue in current consumer research 
and positive psychology. Critical questions are whether and how material con-
sumption and quality of life interrelate. These questions are further fuelled by the 
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ongoing ecological crisis that has raised new concerns about ethics1 and individual 
and  collective well-being (Mick et al., 2012; Mick and Schwartz, 2012; Petrescu-
Mag, Petrescu and Robinson, 2019). As a response, transformative consumer research 
(TCR) emerged from the need to improve human, societal, and environmental well-
being,whichreferstothestateofhumanflourishinginvolvinghealth,happiness,and
prosperity to achieve a good life (Mick et al., 2012). Similarly, positive psychology 
emergedtoenrichthescientificstudyofhumanflourishing,primarilytoarticulate
enhanced visions of the good life and what makes individuals, communities, and 
societiesflourish(SeligmanandCsikszentmihalyi,2000).

The concept of planetary well-being suggests a non-anthropocentric systemic 
conceptualization of well-being on multiple scales of interaction (Kortetmäki et al., 
2021). This concept is based on understanding well-being as a system’s functional 
integrityallowingcontinuationofitsexistenceandrealizationitssystem-specific
characteristicsandcapacities.Planetarywell-beingisdefinedas“astateinwhich
the integrity of Earth system and ecosystem processes remains unimpaired to a 
degree that lineages can persist to the future as parts of ecosystems, and organisms 
(including humans) can realize their typical characteristics and capacities” (ibid.).

The needs-based approach is integral to planetary well-being because all organ-
isms—humanandnonhuman—have specificuniversal basicneeds thatmustbe
satisfiedtohaveagoodlife(ibid.). In understanding human needs, marketing and 
consumer research have primarily been built on humanistic psychology, espe-
cially on Abraham Maslow’s (1943) motivational theory and hierarchy of needs, 
consistingofdeficiencyneeds(basicandpsychological)andgrowthneeds(self-
fulfilment).Notably,planetarywell-beingfocusesonsharedconditionsforwell-
being that equal Maslow’s basic needs (physiological and safety needs). After these 
sharedconditionsarefulfilled,planetarywell-beingacknowledgestheexistenceof
species-specifichigherneedsthat, inhumans, includepsychologicalneeds(love
andbelonging,esteem)andself-fulfilmentneeds(self-actualization).

In response, we extend the needs-based approach towards moral philoso-
phy, transformative consumer research, and positive psychology by bringing 
 Aristotelian eudaimonia and the virtue of temperance into the discussion as a path 
toaflourishinglifeforhumansandnonhumans.Eudaimoniaencompassestheaim
to pursue a life of meaning, virtue, and excellence (Waterman, 2008). Eudaimonia 
equates to “living well,” requiring that one identify one’s virtues, cultivate them, 
and live according to them. According to a Neo-Aristotelian approach, humans 
should develop what is best within themselves and use those virtues to serve the 
common good: The well-being of others, society, and nonhuman nature (Mick 
et al., 2012; Peterson, Park, and Seligman, 2005).

Aristotelian ideas lead us to examine how temperance (i.e., the virtue of control 
over excess) can be achieved in everyday life, how humans can pursue the good 
life,andhowtemperancecanfosterhumanandnonhumanflourishing.Regarding
planetarywell-being,humanscanachieveagoodandfulfilling lifebyreducing
materialistic desires, particularly consumption, that are irrelevant to basic human 
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needs and well-being (Kortetmäki et al., 2021). However, achieving subjective 
well-beingwith significantly lessmaterial consumptionmaybechallenging, as,
inWesternconsumersocieties,individuals’self-definitionandsociety’scollective
definitionarestillfuelledbyever-increasingproductionandconsumption,trans-
mitting the message that “the goods life” is the path to “the good life” (Petrescu-
Mag, Petrescu and Robinson, 2019).

Based on this background, this chapter discusses planetary well-being from the 
premises of Aristotelian eudaimonia, regarding TCR and positive psychology as 
paradigmatic lenses to address individual, social, and environmental solutions. 
We elaborate on whether humans can be wise and live well, seeking meaning and 
temperance rather than prosperity in an economy driven by global responsibility 
regardingplanetary limits.Theseconsiderationsbear relevance to reflectionson
the relationships among material consumption, the good life, and planetary well-
being. Yet, these considerations contribute to mainstream marketing and consumer 
research, where such viewpoints have largely been missing.

Aristotelian eudaimonia equates to living well

Conceptions of happiness and the “good life” have been central concerns for phi-
losophers and great thinkers—from Aristotle’s time, fourth century BCE, to the pre-
sent (Kashdan, Biswas-Diener and King, 2008; Ryan and Deci, 2001). Originally, 
the concept of well-being evolved around two Western philosophical perspectives: 
Hedonism and eudaimonism. Hedonism posits that the pursuit of pleasure is the 
greatest good and that happiness is the totality of one’s hedonic moments (Ryan 
and Deci, 2001). Conversely, eudaimonism holds that one should pursue a life of 
virtue and excellence by focusing on psychological well-being connected to mean-
ingful and valuable actions in opposition to “vulgar” pleasure-seeking (Waterman, 
2008).AccordingtoAristotle’sdefinitionofeudaimonia,truehappinessisfound
by leading a virtuous life and doing what is worth doing, meaning that functioning 
well and realizing human potential is the ultimate human goal (Ryan, Huta and 
Deci, 2008; Waterman, 2008).

Aristotle posited that living well requires one to identify one’s virtues, cultivate 
them, and live according to them (Peterson, Park and Seligman, 2005). Virtue is a 
trait or quality deemed morally good and is thus valued as a foundation of principle 
andgoodmoralbeing (Hursthouse,1999).Aristotledefinesvirtue as the excel-
lenceinhumancharacterandthemeanbetweenextremesofdeficiencyandexcess
by which human beings can accomplish their greatest purpose: The highest good 
ofeudaimoniaorhumanflourishing2 (Sanz and Fontrodona, 2019). This notion is 
embedded in the concept of eudaimonia: Eu, meaning “good or well,” and daimon, 
meaning “true self” (Huta and Waterman, 2014). To live well, one must recognize 
and live in accordance with one’s true self—to identify one’s character strengths 
and choose goals providing personal meaning and purpose in life (Peterson, Park 
and Seligman, 2005; Ryan and Deci, 2001).
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Living well consists of doing something intrinsically worthwhile rather than 
being in a certain state or condition, including activities actualizing the virtues of 
the rational part of the soul (Sanz and Fontrodona, 2019). Thus, Aristotelian eudai-
monia is not conceived as a subjective state of feeling (e.g., happiness) or condi-
tion (e.g., life satisfaction) but as a way of living wherein one strives to improve 
by developing oneself through using one’s virtues and potential, meaning when an 
individualisfullyfunctioning.Similarly,contemporarypsychologicaldefinitions
considereudaimoniaawayoflivinginwhichindividualsshouldfirstdevelopwhat
is best within themselves and then use their skills and talents to serve the common 
good: The well-being of others and society (Mick et al., 2012; Peterson, Park and 
Seligman, 2005). Many recent studies and examples indicate these skills and tal-
ents can be extended to the well-being of nonhuman nature (Dasgupta, 2021; Díaz 
et al., 2019; IPBES, 2019, 2020).

The search for an understanding of human well-being has also extended to 
variousfieldsofpsychology. Interest in thehedonia–eudaimoniadistinctionhas
proliferated recently, especially in positive psychology, as many studies address 
well-being within these paradigms (Huta and Waterman, 2014; Kashdan, Biswas-
Diener and King, 2008). Notably, while hedonism and eudaimonism are compet-
ing ethical perspectives addressing questions regarding the nature of the good life 
within philosophy, within positive psychology hedonic and eudaimonic traditions 
complement each other. Several researchers have argued that hedonic and eudai-
monicwell-beingindicatorstendtopositivelycorrelateandinfluenceoneanother,
implying they are not mutually exclusive but overlapping: Individuals high in 
hedonic and eudaimonic motives tend to experience the most well-being, known as 
humanflourishing(HutaandRyan,2010;HutaandWaterman,2014).

Virtue of temperance

For Aristotle, virtues represent “states of character,” including practical wisdom, 
prudence, justice, fortitude, courage, liberality,magnificence,magnanimity, and
temperance, which are tightly bound (Young, 1988). Temperance is considered one 
of the most important virtues and a crucial aspect of ethical behaviour (Sanz and 
Fontrodona,2019).Aristotledefinestemperanceasa“moderationorobservance
of the mean with regard to pleasures” (Young, 1988). Accordingly, temperance is 
commonly understood as a certain balance or a golden mean to pursue pleasures 
and other appealing desires for an ethical purpose. Sanz and Fontrodona (2019) fur-
ther noted that temperance represents three other vital characteristics: Temperance 
is the most elementary and fundamental virtue, a necessary condition for moral 
development, and is considered self-mastery.

The renaissance of Aristotelian virtue ethics and temperance can be found in 
various fields. In positive psychology, temperance is considered “the virtue of
moderation and control over excess,” especially regarding appetites related to food, 
drink, sex, and money (Peterson and Seligman, 2004). According to Peterson and 
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Seligman, temperance is best manifested through self-regulation (or self-control) in 
monitoring and managing one’s emotions, motivations, and behaviour, protecting 
an individual against excess appetite and the excess and destabilization of certain 
emotions. Within TCR, temperance is viewed as helping people relocate produc-
tion and consumption within sustainable boundaries, serving individual, collective, 
and environmental aims (Petrescu-Mag, Petrescu and Robinson, 2019). Moreover, 
environmental philosophy literature increasingly addresses temperance, suggesting 
temperance valuably contributes to environmental ethics in better understanding of 
how to interact with nature and our natural surroundings (Van Tongeren, 2003).

To this end, temperance is currently one of the most essential virtues not only 
becauseitpromoteshumanflourishing(individualandcollective)butbecauseit
sustainsnonhumanflourishingasanenditself.Nevertheless,nonhumanflourish-
ing is necessary to human beings as we are part of nature and depend on its systems 
(Gambrel and Cafaro, 2010; Petrescu-Mag, Petrescu and Robinson, 2019).

From temperance to sufficiency through societal transformation

Aristotelian virtue ethics leads us to discuss temperance in more detail concerning 
the doctrines of TCR. Due to the ongoing ecological crisis, global consumption 
mustbedramaticallyreduced,requiringsignificantchangesinhumanvaluesand
behaviour, as well as global business structures and policies (Díaz et al., 2019; 
Gorge et al., 2015; Petrescu-Mag, Petrescu and Robinson, 2019). Temperance can 
allow humans as well as societal, political, and economic structures to strike a 
balance between the well-being of human and nonhuman nature (Garcia-Ruiz and 
Rodriguez-Lluesma, 2014).

Variousstreamsof literaturewithinTCRreflect thecore ideaof temperance,
yet different concepts are used to address this notion: Moderation, simplicity, and 
sufficiency.Garcia-RuizandRodriguez-Lluesma(ibid.) discuss moderation, refer-
ring to the golden mean. The golden mean entails that underconsumption and over-
consumption should be avoided to achieve the balance between these extremes. 
Gambrel and Cafaro (2010) address simplicity as a conscientious and restrained 
attitude toward materialism. This attitude dictates not only decreasing consump-
tionbutredirectingittowardsnonmaterialconsumption.Byconfiningconsump-
tion within the planetary limits, humans simultaneously make conscious choices 
that can cultivate excellence in human character (Mick et al., 2012; Peterson, Park 
and Seligman, 2005).

The concept of sufficiencyemergedatthebeginningofthe2000s,influencedby
Ivan Illich’s (1973) notion of “austerity,” promoting an ecologically sustainable but 
socially enjoyable way of living (Gorge et al., 2015). Gorge et al. (ibid.) discuss suf-
ficiencytoachievealifestylenurturinghumanflourishingandthewell-beingofnon-
humannature.Comparedtomoderationorsimplicity,sufficiencyrepresentsamore
radical form of consumption limitation. Sufficiency calls for coercive measures,
such as decreasing overconsumption, eventually lowering our standard of living. 
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Sufficiencyisnotconsideredachoicebutasituationofadaptationandresilience.
Tothisend,sufficiencyreferstotheconsumptionlevelfulfillingourbasicneedsand
strongly challenges our current ways of consumption—or consumption itself.

A systemic transformation reaching the entire society is inevitable to address the 
current ecological crisis. An immediate need for fundamental system-level changes 
exists, as the human impact of life on Earth has sharply increased since the 1970s, 
driven by the demands of a growing population with rising income levels. Western 
societies,whichmaximizetheflowofmaterialcontributionsfromnaturetokeep
up with increasing consumption and a consumerist lifestyle, are built on concep-
tions and beliefs separating humans from nature and ignoring the planetary limits. 
Accordingly, humans must change their future trajectories through transformative 
action, addressing the social, economic, and technological root causes of nature’s 
deterioration (Díaz et al., 2019; IPBES, 2019).

The notion of societal transformation has become topical in academic discus-
sions related to the recent ecological crisis (O’Brien, 2018; Sharma, 2007), includ-
ing transforming values, beliefs, worldviews, and knowledge; the systems and 
structures, sociocultural, political, and economic relations; and technologies, prac-
tices, and behaviours (Schipper et al., 2021). According to O’Brien (2018), societal 
transformation can occur in three embedded and interacting spheres: Personal (val-
ues and worldviews), political (systems and structures), and practical (technologies 
and behaviour). Individual and collective values and worldviews shape how the 
systemsandstructuresareviewedandinfluencewhat typesof technologiesand
behaviour are considered possible to achieve positive change.

Regarding the ecological crisis, the personal and practical spheres signify a shift 
in human values and behaviour from consumerism to the current quest for a good 
and meaningful life: Integrating meaning into life; striving for harmony and balanced 
living; embracing a more sustainable way of living, and valuing morality, ethics, and 
empathy—all highlighting the importance of Aristotle’s timeless virtues (Grénman, 
2019). By contrast, the political sphere denotes a shift from excessive production and 
unsustainable business structures to an increasing emphasis on societal and environ-
mental responsibility addressing the planetary limits (ibid.; cf. Sharma, 2007).

Societal transformation requires sufficiency thinking, promote a good and
meaningful life, and provide possibilities for a more ecologically sustainable way 
oflivingasthe“ethics”ofthegoodlifeinsteadofmerelyregardingsufficiencyas
asourceofeconomicdisadvantages,slowergrowth,andprofitloss.Societaltrans-
formation can also lead to a flourishing life that considers and embraces human and 
nonhuman well-being by acknowledging Earth’s limits.

Can humans be wise and live well?

Focusingon achieving aflourishing life through“functioningwell” is common
to Neo-Aristotelian eudaimonia and planetary well-being. The latter pursues 
the possibility of functioning well for all organisms by satisfying basic needs 
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and acknowledging the intrinsic value of human and nonhuman well-being. 
 Conversely, eudaimonia seeks optimal human functioning through virtues and 
excellence and doing something intrinsically worthwhile. In eudaimonia, function-
ing well refers to the quality of the activity; eudaimonia occurs when an individual 
is fully engaged in activities congruent with one’s deeply held values (Ryan and 
Deci, 2001). While these activities may be effortful or challenging and include a 
negative effect in the short term, they often yield greater overall well-being for 
an individual and nonhuman nature in the long term (Mick  et al., 2012; Peterson, 
Park, and  Seligman, 2005).

The severity of the ongoing ecological crisis challenges humanity to take urgent 
actions concerning transforming human values and behaviour: Moving from hedonic 
happiness to living well. This shift already occurs in Western societies while exces-
sive material consumption continues expanding, leading to the critical question of 
whether humans have the wisdom and capacity to live well—to practise temperance 
and self-regulation for the greater good (Grénman, 2019; Mick and Schwartz, 2012). 
Culture and communities have crucial roles in encouraging and supporting individual 
choices through shared values, norms, and traditions. Societal and political priori-
ties, decisions, incentives, and regulations can shape the cultural conditions where 
individualscanmaketheirownchoicestowardssufficiencywhileavoidingsocietal
marginalization (Gambrel and Cafaro, 2010; Gorge et al., 2015).

In advancing the TCR approach, Mick and Schwartz (2012) discuss wisdom—a 
superior, complex, and desirable form of knowledge—by drawing from Aristotle’s 
conception of practical wisdom. Practical wisdom is essential for organizing other 
virtuestopursuehumanflourishingandthecommongood.Inthisdiscussion,bal-
ancingiscritical,reflectingAristotle’semphasisonthegoldenmean:Wisesolutions
and behaviours that are not extreme but master large entities. Finding the right bal-
ance depends on one’s values, the relative importance of their various interests, and 
the resulting consequences (ibid.). Due to the ongoing ecological crisis, balancing 
should no longer concern just the individual level but address the planetary one.

Balance is also central in temperance and sufficiency thinking. However,
while temperance is practised through moderation and self-regulation (Peterson 
andSeligman,2004;SanzandFontrodona,2019),sufficiencyisnotconsidereda
choice but a situation of adaptation (Gorge et al., 2015). Thus, ethical discussion 
on whether humans should be persuaded or forced to transform their current way of 
livingisnecessary.Planetarywell-beingandsufficiencythinkingcallforreducing
the current consumption level and secure life on Earth. Conversely, Aristotelian 
eudaimonia and temperance rely on special human characteristics: The ability to 
make moral judgments and practise moderation through self-regulation to become 
a moderate human being and serve the greater good.

Forming ethical character and basing one’s actions on virtues necessitate taking 
responsibility for the well-being of other humans and nonhuman nature. Aligning 
with the TCR approach, living well implies adherence to humane values, building 
awareness of the consequences of one’s decisions, and recognizing the capacity to 
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make conscious choices, contrasting current consumption practices:  Unnecessary 
habitual purchases, following the crowds, or passively adapting to the mainstream 
market’s easy solutions. Due to the ecological crisis, humans must consider soci-
etal transformation to manage the major changes required. Likewise, not only 
transformative consumption but transformative markets and marketing are needed, 
given the scale of and time available for the needed changes. Mainstreaming the 
core idea of TCR to conventional marketing would imply that marketers replace 
fuelling material consumption with developing their business to serve individuals’ 
pursuit of well-being and wise ways of living.

In the era of ecological crisis, we can sell the idea of refraining from consump-
tion and trading our current standard of living for the good of the planet. By con-
trast, the TCR approach implies voluntarily returning to the basics and achieving 
thegoodlifeandhumanflourishing througheudaimonia.While theendgoalof
planetarywell-beingandeudaimoniaisthesame—aflourishinglife—both“path-
ways” to achieve such a life require a renaissance of the virtue of temperance.
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Notes

 1 Ethics refers to a set of standards of right and wrong indicating what people must do, 
distinguishing between acceptable and unacceptable behaviour (Petrescu-Mag, Petrescu 
and Robinson, 2019).

 2 Notably, the Aristotelian view represents one sub-type of virtue ethics: not all virtue eth-
icsapproachescloselyconnectwithhumanflourishing(Hursthouse,1999).
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